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Lawson Planning Partnership Ltd employee
attains RTPI Chartered Town Planner status
Sandra Green, a Planner at Lawson Planning Partnership Ltd, has become a Chartered Town Planner,
the ultimate qualification for the profession awarded exclusively by the Royal Town Planning
Institute (RTPI).
Sandra, who joined the firm in November 2017, obtained a Merit in the RTPI-accredited Postgraduate Diploma Environmental Planning from Anglia Ruskin University. Whilst a Licentiate member,
Sandra has been building up her work experience at the company by co-ordinating and managing
multi-disciplinary teams on major and complex planning projects, to ensure development potential
is optimised for operational land and surplus assets.
Finally, following the RTPI’s Licentiate Assessment of Professional Competence Sandra Green is now
a RTPI Chartered Town Planner.
Sandra Green, Planner at LPP

James Lawson, Director at LPP

“ I am delighted that my dedication and commitment
to becoming a Chartered Town Planner and the
professional manner in which I conduct my planning
work has been recognised and resulted in my
successful election to the RTPI. ”

“ From the outset Sandra has fitted in very well with
the LPP team, & applied herself in an Industrious &
well organised way. Her good communication skills
& thorough approach to work are qualities which
make her an effective planning consultant, &
looking ahead I am confident that Sandra will
continue to hone her skills as a capable project
manager ”

The RTPI is Europe’s largest professional body for planners, with 25,000 members worldwide
working in public, private, charitable and education sectors. As well as promoting spatial planning,
the Institute sets high standards for planning education and is the only body in the UK that accredits
Chartered Town Planners.
Martine Koch, RTPI Head of Membership
“ I congratulate Sandra Green for successfully
making this important step in their career.
Chartered Membership is the most highly sought
after professional status for planners. It
demonstrates to clients, peers, the public and
employers around the world that the individual
works to the highest professional and ethical
standards. ”

All routes to become an RTPI Chartered Town
Planner are competency-based to enable
practitioners
from
different
academic
backgrounds and experience to demonstrate
the high standards required.

